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Managing director André van Leeuwen of KAVO announces departure; KAVO 

continues with existing management. 

In May this year, director and owner André van Leeuwen of KAVO will begin a well-deserved 

retirement. After 32 years of building and running his business with all his energy, passion and 

commitment, Van Leeuwen think it’s time to pass on the baton to a new generation. So his trusted 

colleagues Herald Nijenhuis Director of Operations and Peter Bloemberg Sales and Marketing 

Director, will take over. 

Van Leeuwen has said “ It’s important to me that the continuity of KAVO remains in terms of policy, 

future ambitions and commitment to my staff. Especially the independency in the current 

aftermarket is very important. I feel confident in this management team and the manner of this 

takeover is what I envisioned and wanted. I step down with peace of mind knowing KAVO is in the 

right hands. 

Both have played a key part in the company’s development and been involved over 10 years, giving 

Van Leeuwen’ s confidence and peace of mind that KAVO will continue in good hands. Regarding the 

change of management, Peter Bloemberg gave this assurance “ we will make sure that our high-

quality customer service and business relations will not change; We have the same people, values 

and philosophy.” Herald Nijenhuis added: “Van Leeuwen will not be disappearing! As an advisor to 

KAVO we can always call on his wealth of Experience”. A collaboration with a Dutch investor Talent 

Invest B.V. made the take-over possible.  

Van Leeuwen will be present at Automechanika Frankfurt this year. On Wednesday the 12th of 

September customers and relations are welcome to raise a glass on his retirement. 

Van Leeuwen started KAVO in 1986. With just a typewriter in a warehouse the size as a small garage. 

With a lot of courage and ambition, he rose to the challenge and started importing oil filters for Asian 

cars from Japan. After three decades, he has developed KAVO into an international player in the 

Asian sector of the automotive aftermarket, and it now has a wide product range with over 23,000 

references in stock and over 30 product groups supplying customers in 65 countries. 

This makes KAVO one of the largest suppliers of Asian parts in the world, KAVO’s products are sold 

under the brand name Kavo Parts and AMC Filters.  

 

****  

Contact for more information: 

Peter Bloemberg : +316-23154864 

peter@kavoparts.com 
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From left to right: 

Peter Bloemberg, André van Leeuwen and Herald Nijenhuis. 


